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Executive summary
RECIPROCITY will create a replication ecosystem of more than 20 cities and municipalities that vary in size,
requirements and level of mobility advancement. These cities will then be engaged in support activities to
accelerate the replication and scaling up of the outcomes of demonstration and pilot mobility projects. These
activities include matchmaking, capacity-building, training, finance and legal support, as well as knowledge
sharing and exchange.
Effective analysis of key stakeholder groups is a crucial part of the project. The mapping of stakeholders initiated
at the beginning of the project resulted in the creation of a stakeholder database (with more than 260
stakeholders), which will then be used as a base for capacity-building/training and dissemination purposes.
Out of these 260 stakeholders, 65 were interviewed by RECIPROCITY consortium. These ‘semi-structured’
interviews, which all followed the same guidelines, provided key inputs to prepare the local mobility workshops,
such as:
-

National and local ecosystem of follower cities and municipalities, existing mobility solutions
Preliminary info on needs, requirements, use cases and best/worst practices
Insights on stakeholders‘ expectations for these workshops

In addition to the interviews, an online survey was also developed to collect inputs from the stakeholders who
were not interviewed. 55 responses were received.
Key results from the interviews and the online survey are outlined in this executive summary.

Interviews
Most of the interviewees (49%) were representatives of cities or municipalities. 20% were from private
companies, and 14% from government’s location agencies, clusters or associations. 20% of the interviewees
were Austrian, and in the other countries of the consortium (Czech Republic, Germany, Spain, Turkey, France,
Finland, Hungary) 4 to 10 stakeholders were interviewed. Stakeholders were also interviewed in Denmark,
Poland, Sweden, the UK, the Netherlands and Italy.
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Overall, the consortium achieved to reach a wide range of stakeholders, in terms of type of organisation as well
as geographical coverage.
The main results of all interviews – focussing on what the stakeholders have in common – are illustrated
below1. Country overviews are provided later on in the report.

Online survey
The survey was online for 2 full months. In total 55 contributions were received, with a peak reached around the
Master mobility workshop organised by the project early June. This means that a fourth of RECIPROCITY
stakeholders who were not interviewed answered the survey, which is a rather good response rate.
From all respondents, 24% are from Austria and the main categories of stakeholders are:
-

1

A city or municipality (22%)
A manufacturer, OEM and/or provider of mobility solutions (16%)
An R&D organization or University (15%)

For an explanation of the acronyms, the reader can refer to List of abbreviations
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-

An engineering or consulting company (13%)

The main results of the online survey are outlined below:

The majority of cities/ municipalities and operators offer or provide the following mobility solutions (Figure 9):
-

City buses services (89%)
Bicycle paths/lanes (78%)
Pedestrianized areas (67%)

Congestions are usually seen in their city (44%) and they use mostly surveys (61%) and traffic counters (56%)
to monitor the citizens or users’ needs and habits in term of mobility.
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The 3 main kind of “innovative” initiatives that cities, municipalities and local operators have implemented
are:
-

Restricted parking zones
Charging infrastructure
Bike-sharing

Figure 1: Innovative initiatives already implemented or tested by cities, municipalities and local operators
responding to the survey
Private compagnies who answered the survey are manufacturing (or providing) mainly tracking systems,
charging infrastructure, Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) and Mobility as a Service (MaaS) apps. They
are also developing products for some of the above listed innovative initiatives, such as autonomous and
connected vehicle use (46%), intelligent transportation system (46%) and low-emission zones (38%). 30% of
them are not developing any kind of products and solutions for last-mile logistics but another 30% are developing
autonomous delivery vehicles.
R&D organisations, Engineering companies, Clusters respondents are mostly interested in E-vehicles and
ITS. Unsurprisingly, the main topics of research/ projects are therefore ITS and autonomous and connected
vehicle use.
Overall, 58% of both categories private and R&D organisations & Cluster stakeholders have innovative
products related to mobility (some of them patented, in particular in the case of private companies) and 63% of
them are in the market.

2 out of 8 of the proposed citizen/users’ expectations were considered as very important by the majority of
respondents, the most important being the fast / shortest door-to-door travel time, followed by a better
connection between urban and peri-urban areas:
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With regard to the coordination between different jurisdiction levels: The level of cooperation at regional scale
is relatively high to very high for most of the respondents. The picture is very similar at country level except for
the cites. The level of cooperation at European level is however lower for all categories of respondents.
For most of the regional and national stakeholders (44%), cost and the lack of financing/ funding possibilities is
the main parameter slowing down their strategic agenda in relation to mobility development projects, followed
by the difficulties to find expert and recruit new staff (31%).
More specifically for private companies and R&D organisations: In order to do more advanced research in
the area, regional and national stakeholders (private and R&D organisations) need more systems and
equipment related to data (e.g. sensors and tracking systems, big data, APIs) and more cooperation
(partnerships, platforms and living labs) as well as funding.

According to all the categories of respondents, the 2 main trends that need to be considered in their mobility
strategy/work/research are digitalization (i.e. uptake of digital connected technologies, IoT, mobile apps, etc.)
and sustainability (i.e. energy transition and requirements to be “greener”).
Citizen’s engagement is also a cornerstone of cities strategy, although this is for now – for the majority of the
respondents – limited to a consultation with relevant citizens’ representatives or organisations when considered
necessary (i.e. systemic participation is undertaken only in 13% of the cities responding to the survey).

Most of our respondents would like to share good practices or lessons learnt with other stakeholders and cities.
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The top 5 solutions the respondents (all categories taken into account) are interested in are:
-

Intelligent transportation system
Buses and trolleybuses
E-Vehicles
Autonomous and connected vehicle use
Mobility infrastructure

Conclusions
Very valuable qualitative data were collected through the interviews, thereby enabling RECIPROCITY
consortium to build a picture of smart mobility throughout European cities. This picture was then completed by
the quantitative data obtained thanks to the online survey, which proved to be an efficient way to reach
stakeholders such as private companies.
Both approaches gave consistent results with regard to existing mobility solutions, innovative solutions already
deployed or tested, common challenges, expectations from the projects and the workshops (and in particular
technologies and approaches of interest). The online survey provided additional information specific to private
companies and R&D organizations with regard to research and innovation activities: most of the respondents
from these categories pointed out the need for more systems and equipment related to data (e.g. sensors and
tracking systems, big data, APIs) and more cooperation (partnerships, platforms and living labs) as well as
funding in order to better innovate in this area and bring their innovation to the market.
These findings have already been used by the partners when preparing their local mobility workshop, and will
be key inputs to the other WP1 tasks and the rest of the project.
Beyond the knowledge gained, the performed interviews have also been a unique opportunity to introduce the
project to more than 60 stakeholders and prompt them into participating to RECIPROCITY activities (workshops,
task forces, etc.).
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List of abbreviations
ADV

Autonomous Delivery Vehicle

BRT

Bus Rapid Transit

B+R

Bike & Ride

EV

Electric vehicle

HOV

High-occupancy vehicle

ITS

Intelligent Transport System

K+R

Kiss & Ride (or Kiss & Fly)

LPG

Liquefied Pressurized Gas

LRT

Light Rail Transit

MaaS Mobility as a Service
P+R

Park & Ride

RCP

Reciprocity

T

Task

WP

Work Package
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1. Introduction
1.1. Presentation of RECIPROCITY
To foster transitions towards sustainability, multimodality and resilience, the outcomes of demonstration and
pilot projects need to be applied on a wider scale taking into account historical, spatial, political, social and
economic characteristics of each area. This requires collaboration between advanced cities and regions, socalled lighthouse cities that have already implemented and tested innovative mobility solutions, and between
those cities that have an unmet mobility need matching these solutions, from hereon-called follower cities.
RECIPROCITY will assist connect these cities for reciprocal knowledge exchange. We will create a replication
ecosystem of more than 20 cities and municipalities that vary in size, requirements and level of mobility
advancement and we will engage these cities in replication activities. Replication ecosystem in this proposal
describes a long-term network of different cities and communities, collaborating and exchanging on (urban)
mobility practices through and beyond the project. These cities and municipalities come from all over Europe
and vary in size, requirements and level of mobility advancement. This pool of cities will consist of lighthouse
cities such as Helsinki (FI) or Milan (IT) and follower cities such as Pilsen (CZ) or Regensburg (DE). From each
city we will identify key mobility stakeholders and citizen groups and actively involve them in the activities along
the four-staged replication framework.

Figure 1: Reciprocity concept

1.2. Objective of the task
The objectives of Task 1.2 “Qualitative Interviews” are to collect and derive the mobility needs and challenges
(pains, gains, drivers and barriers) from the stakeholders (cities in particular) to prepare the mobility workshops
(carried out in Task 1.3). The inputs to this task are the mapping from T1.1 (used in particular to select
interviewees), and the outputs are the knowledge base for tasks T1.3, T1.4 (Mapping & Impact) and T1.5
(Replication roadmap definition workshops).
The objective of this deliverable is to present:
1) QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS:
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-

The guidelines provided to all project partners in order to ensure a standard for the semi-structured
qualitative interviews
The consolidated summary report of the results of the qualitative interviews, which describes and
outlines the gathered pains, gains, drivers and barriers concerning mobility within the ecosystem.

2) QUANTITATIVE SURVEY
- The approach implemented to develop the survey and disseminate it
- The key results of the survey

1.3. Overall approach and planning
T1.2 was planned in order to have conducted most of the interviews before the start of the mobility workshop
early June. The interviews indeed provided key inputs to prepare the workshops:
-

National and local ecosystem of follower cities and municipalities, existing mobility solutions
Preliminary info on needs, requirements, use cases and best/worst practices
Insights on stakeholders expectations for these workshops

In addition to the interviews, an online survey was also developed to collect inputs from the stakeholders that
were not interviewed.

Figure 2 – Approach and planning of Task 1.2
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2. Qualitative interviews
2.1. Guidelines sent to the partners
The section below presents the guidelines as they were provided to the partners carrying out
interviews.

2.1.1. SELECTION OF ORGANISATIONS TO BE INTERVIEWED
Number of interviews
There is no ‘magic’ number of interviews. Interview as many people as you feel is necessary for you to
build up a clear picture of each local ecosystem and existing mobility solutions within the lighthouse
and follower cities. Sometimes this can be as few as three or four interviewees per city, but you may have to
conduct more.

Types of stakeholders to be interviewed
When running interviews for a specific city/ municipality, you should ensure the representativeness of your
interviewees; i.e. we would advise that a minima you should interview, for each city:
-

A city representative (or several depending on the size of cities, e.g. general director of services,

-

mobility department...)
A transportation operator or infrastructure provider or local private mobility company

-

An association of citizens or a local cluster

Note that some organisations may provide answers / insights that are valid at regional or even national level
and hence cover several cities & municipalities. In addition to the interviews performed for the cities themselves,
we therefore recommend to interview:
-

At least one R&D organisation
At least one governmental agency (funding, regulation ...)
At least one manufacturer/provider of mobility solutions (incl. start-ups)

2.1.2. SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW GUIDELINES
Foreword
The list of questions below are a proposition of questions to be asked during the interview. We suggest that:
-

You adjust these questions based on the national/ local context
You adjust these questions based on the interviewee (type of stakeholder)
You translate them ahead of the interview

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Remember that the purpose of this questionnaire is to support your interview, we don’t want to structure
it too much, the interviewees shouldn’t feel as if an online questionnaire was read out to them: feel free to
adapt the questions in real time, ask new questions, remove irrelevant ones… in brief, go with the flow.
We advise to limit an interview to just three or four major topics, with three or four questions about each
topic, depending on the length and quality of the answers you receive. At this stage, try to talk about culture,
challenges, and goals, not too specific or highly technical features.
In case the question is not clear, or the interviewee struggles to understand or answer it, examples or
clarifications that you can give during your interview have been added underneath each question. Please don’t
send this part ahead of the interview.

2.1.2.1. Questions for the stakeholders of a city
Intro: shortly present the project and its activities, introduce yourself. You can use the communication material
or the projet one pager.
Topic 1: Current mobility context and existing mobility solutions
•

Question 1.1: What are the competences/ duties of your organisation regarding mobility?

(e.g: defining regulation, planning public transport, providing public transportation, providing infrastructure,
manufacturing/ providing mobility technologies, providing funding, defending the rights of users of public
transport, etc.)
•

Question 1.2: What is the existing mobility landscape in your city/ town (e.g. traffic density, split of
mobility modes) and what are the different mobility solutions offered to the citizens today?

Mobility ‘landscape’: get here a first feeling of how mobility is perceived in the city/ town: is it a big challenge
or not, also try to get the big picture in terms of mix of mobility modes, traffic density & congestion etc.
Mobility solutions: ask a short presentation of the local transportation offer, for instance:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedestrianized areas
Individual transport: Bicycles paths/lanes, Self-service for bicycles, E-Scooters, cars
Public transport: City buses services, Trolleybuses, Cable car, BRT systems, Paratransit services, LRT systems,
Trains/ intercity rail/Commuter train, Metro/subway/underground, Water transportation systems
Support to carsharing
Multi-modal apps to simplify journeys.
Question 1.3: What is the local ecosystem in terms of mobility? i.e. who are the main stakeholders and
what are their respective roles and objectives?

identify the key players (e.g. who is responsible for the decisions regarding the transportation/ mobility services,
who is operating the public transport, their perceived roles, how they work together or are in disagreement)
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•

Question 1.4: Has your city implemented innovative initiatives such as low-emission zones, autonomous
and connected vehicle use, intelligent transportation system (ITS) 2?

other ideas of innovative initiatives: Superblocks3, Restricted parking zones, Low-emission zones, Congestion
charging system, Carbon tax for road use, Intelligent bus stops, Charging infrastructure, Autonomous and
connected vehicle use, Car/bile/e-scooter -sharing, HOV lanes, intelligent transportation system (ITS), P+R,
K+R, B+R Systems; Introduction of new automatic payment systems, Mobility-as-a-Service (Maas)
Topic 2: Needs, pains & gains
•

Question 2.1: What are the expectations and needs of the citizens in terms of mobility?

You can also ask here characteristics on the population, occupation, mobility behaviour, etc.
•

Question 2.2: How do you monitor citizens/customer needs and habits in terms of mobility?

e.g. Surveys, Security cameras/tracking technology, App use (peak times), Traffic Counters (fixed or mobile
counters for e.g. bikes, vehicles, pedestrians), Remote monitoring data services and analysis
(optional question if you are lacking data: What are studies and surveys we should look into?)
•

Question 2.3: What is annoying or troubling the citizens/ customers when they are travelling locally?
What is preventing them from moving/ commuting in a safe, efficient and economic way? What would
make their life and travels/ daily commutes easier?

Topic 3: Trends, drivers and barriers
•

Question 3.1: What is the long-term mobility strategy of the city / your organisation? What is your longterm strategic goal or strategic plan on mobility?

•

Question 3.2: What are the new trends that need to be taken into account?

(e.g. Uptake of self-service concepts (for bikes, e-scooters, etc.), Citizens’ engagement, Digitalisation, Covid
impact, etc.)
•

Question 3.3: What are the drivers supporting the local strategy, and the barriers hindering it?

(e.g. regulations, national funding, public acceptance and engagement, cost, etc.)
Topic 4: Sharing lessons learnt and best practices
•

Question 4.1: What best practices would you like to share with other stakeholders and cities?

•

Question 4.2: What other lessons learnt / “worst practices” would you like to give insights on?

2

An ITS is an advanced application which aims to provide innovative services relating to different modes of transport and
traffic management and enable users to be better informed and make safer, more coordinated, and 'smarter' use of transport
networks.
3

Superblocks are a model that reorganized the space inside a city block for low-carbon practices
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•

Question 4.3: Are you familiar with Sustainability Urban Mobility Planning and if yes how are you
applying the methodology?

•

Question 4.3: What are you expecting from the RECIPROCITY project and in particular what are your
expectations for the mobility workshops?

Explain here that there will be 2 types of workshops: a “master” one at EU level, then local workshops.
Check that the interviewee is aware of those workshops (e.g. have the save the date in his/her agenda) and try
to better understand what the interviewee expects from them / what (s)he could bring to these workshops.
•

Question 4.4: What are the solutions (technologies & services) you are the most interested in?

2.1.2.2. Questions for the regional/ national stakeholders
As this set of questions is very similar to the one above (but without the local specificity), it has not been repeated
in the deliverable.

2.1.3. GUIDELINES TO RUN THE INTERVIEW
Here is your checklist4:

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Interview as many people as you feel is necessary for you to build up a clear picture of each local
/regional ecosystem.
Ahead of the meeting, adjust the suggested questions to the person you are interviewing, and feel free
to adapt the questions in real time, ask new questions, remove irrelevant ones… go with the flow!
Set aside at least 45 minutes for each interview.
Leave at least 30 minutes between interviews.
Be prepared for your interviews
Let interviewees know in advance what you’ll ask them.
Don’t be afraid to ask one interviewee to comment on something another interviewee said.
If necessary, ask an interviewee to wait while you make a note.
Decide for yourself whether you’ll record interviews.
Keep your interviews informal.
Document the outcomes of stakeholder interviews:

We will ask you to write a summary document (in English) that provides a general overview of the picture
you’ve built up through the interview process. This summary document usually combines information gleaned
from the literature (that you collected before beginning the interviews) and the responses interviewees have
given to your questions.
---------------------------------------------------------end of the guidelines ---------------------------------------------------------

4

A longer version with additional details was provided to the partners.
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2.2. Results
2.2.1. KEY FACTS ON INTERVIEWEES
From the 260+ stakeholders identified in T1.1, 73 stakeholders were selected by the consortium to be
interviewed in one-to-one. 65 interviews were finally conducted (through Teams or over the phone).
Most of the interviewees (49%) were representatives of cities or municipalities. 20% were from private
companies, and 14% from government’s location agencies, clusters or associations. 20% of the interviewees
were Austrian, in the other countries of the consortium (Czech Republic, Germany, Spain, Turkey, France,
Finland, Hungary) 4 to 10 stakeholders were interviewed. Stakeholders were also interviewed in Denmark,
Poland, Sweden, the UK, the Netherlands and Italy.
Overall, the consortium achieved to reach a wide range of stakeholders, in terms of type of organisation as well
as geographical coverage.

Figure 3: Categories and countries of the interviewed stakeholders
The list of the interviewees can be found in Annex 1.
In addition to using the results of these interviews as the basis of the local mobility workshops (Task 1.3), all
involved partners provided “summary reports” of their interviews. Key findings from the interviews are
summarised below.

2.2.2. MAIN TAKEAWAYS
The main results of all interviews – focussing on what the stakeholders have in common – have been illustrated
below. Country overviews are then provided. More extensive summaries (main takeaways, expectations from
the project) are synthesised in Annex 1. The full reports can be provided to the EC services upon request.
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2.2.3. COUNTRY OVERVIEW
Austria (partner in charge: BIZUP)
Number of interviews carried out
Total 13 (7 cities or municipalities, 4 government's location agency / cluster / association, 2 R&D
organisations/ universities)
Existing mobility solutions that are the most used by the interviewed stakeholders
Micro-public transport ("AST"), P+R, pedestrian areas, bicycle lanes, shared mobility, ticket for vacation
without car, mobility cards,
Example of innovative solutions that have already been deployed/ are being tested
cooperation between city and peri-urban, shared mobility knot (TIM), networking with other cities/regions,
online platform of carsharing providers (www.carsharing.link)
Those were mentioned by all cities.
Common challenges
acceptance of the citizens in the rural area, focus on the own car
public transport schedule (too few), political issues, different responsibilities of the various local and regional
authorities, legislation, not flexible enough, solutions for elderly/children/handicapped/...,
Common points of long-term strategies
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bringing together urban, peri-urban and rural demands and jointly solve the challenges in a collaboration
strategy. Communication is key.
Expectations from the project and from the workshops
lessons learned, network, goals of other stakeholders, solutions of other cities/regions, inspirations, exchange
with other stakeholders, cooperative solutions, solutions and tools that are easy to understand for local people
(language),
Technologies/ solutions the stakeholders are most interested in
autonomous driving systems, car-sharing, digitization of city planning and mobility, e-mobility, fast charging
infrastructure, connected mobility, mobility as a service (App), passenger mobility, international travel,
mobility sharing, multimodal mobility, H2

Czech Republic (RDAP)
Number of interviews carried out
Total 10 (2 cities and 1 city planner, 5 companies, 1 infrastructure provider, 2 R&D organisations/universities)
Existing mobility solutions that are the most used by the interviewed stakeholders
Suburban and regional bus and rail services, city transit (bus, trolleybus, tram), tariff system in public transit,
parking systems, pedestrianized areas, bicycle lanes, bikesharing
Example of innovative solutions that have already been deployed/ are being tested
Intelligent transport systems in individual (intersection control – mentioned by 2 interviewees) and public
transport (intelligent bus stops - 2), partial (battery) trolleybuses (2), camera system AKV (automatic vehicle
inspection) (1), testing of autonomous trams is foreseen (1)
Common challenges
Higher utilization of electromobility, traffic regulation, integration of transport modes (sharing, MaaS)
New trends - adapting of the public transport service offer in the post-covid period
Barriers include legislation that complicates the operation and development of urban rail systems (LRT), or
that prevent effective preference for public transport.
For regional and national stakeholders, a common challenge is to increase the traction efficiency, reliability,
effective solutions for (fast) charging and range (radius of action - range) of battery-powered vehicles (electric
buses, partial trolleybuses, Battery-Electric-Multiple Unit in case of rail services)
Common points of long-term strategies
Sustainable Mobility Plans have been or are being prepared by all interviewed cities (3).
The prevailing consensus among the interviewees with the relation to the Pilsen Region, respectively Czech
Republic prevails in the field of prospective maximization of the electromobility potential. Another consensus
is the requirement for an integrated approach to multimodality of transport system: the interface between
public and individual transport is particularly important (with the support of active forms of non-motorized
transport – walking and cycling).
Expectations from the project and from the workshops
Exchange and transfer of experiences, good practices and new mobility solutions (e.g. suburban public
transport operational concepts with regards to charging needs and system reliability, rural operational ondemand concepts, modernization of multimodal interchange nodes, expectations of public transport
purchasers (cities, regions), input data for vehicle optimization and transport system parameters from
transport operating companies)
Technologies/ solutions the stakeholders are most interested in
Traffic regulation and parking systems (1), Electrification of buses and charging infrastructure (2),
Electromobility on longer non-electrified railway lines and charging infrastructure (1), solution of preference
the public transport (2), responses to changes in transport behaviour (2), suburban public transport
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operational concepts and timetable design under electromobility (1), modernization of multimodal interchange
nodes (1)
Selected quotes:

Without a change in the thinking of most of society and a paradigm shift from "everyone
wants to go to the city by car" to shared mobility, it will not be possible to carry out this
fundamental transformation.
Deputy Mayor for Transport of City of Pilsen

In the case of the development of electromobility in regional bus transport services, it
will be necessary to take into account the need for higher capacity of the electricity network
for charging electric buses in terminal stations.
Chief Operating Officer of Arriva Střední Čechy, s.r.o.

New trends are electromobility and its related infrastructure (charging of e-bikes,
electric cars) in the multimodal interchange nodes. The anticipated implementation of hybrid
rolling-stock (Battery-Electric-Multiple-Units) is also very important for railway infrastructure
providers.
Deputy Director for Technology - Pilsen Region, Správa železnic, s.o.

The basis of sustainable mobility should be a combination of a fully integrated public
transport network and an accessible / safe network for active (pedestrian and bicycle)
mobility. Trends suitable for following include the sharing of means of transport (bicycle,
motorcycle, automobile), preferably in a locally emission-free drive.
Principal Engineer at Mott MacDonald

Finland (partner in charge: HURC)
Number of interviews carried out
Total 6 (3 cities, 2 companies, 1 university)
Existing mobility solutions that are the most used by the interviewed stakeholders
MaaS, P+R, pedestrian areas, bicycle lanes, shared mobility, mobility cards
Example of innovative solutions that have already been deployed/ are being tested
Solutions implemented by cities:
• Multimodal applications, integrated methods of payment – Maas, including shared mobility
• Smart bus stops
• Shared mobility solutions
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• Fully electric public transport vehicles, charging infrastructure
Other innovative solutions mentioned by stakeholders include autonomous vehicle, automated intelligent
transport, last mile solutions
Common challenges
Scaling up innovative smart and clean mobility solutions, getting investors and VC
Public transport plans and investments are quite rigid and slow in responding to some new phenomena
accelerated by Covid-19, for instance shared new mobility solutions.
Common points of long-term strategies
MaaS, development by collaboration of city and regional bodies and synchronising the strategies. Regional
Land Use Planning enforced by law includes also strong participation of citizens and strong role of
municipalities.
Expectations from the project and from the workshops
Mutual learning and networking, disseminating the numerous good practices e.g. in Jätkäsaari Mobility Lab
and Connecting with European experiences
Collaboration to get new new projects to develop new solutions together in EU scheme.
Benchmarking, importing solutions, learning about trends and expertise elsewhere
Technologies/ solutions the stakeholders are most interested in
MaaS and sharing services and platforms, Hydrogen, last mile delivery and mobility, drones

France (partners in charge: NextMove and DOWEL Innovation)
Number of interviews carried out
Total of 6 (5 cities/ municipalities and 1 private company)
Existing mobility solutions that are the most used by the interviewed stakeholders
Bike-sharing solutions (public/private), public transport (buses/trains/subways), P+R, regional train, transport
on demand service
Example of innovative solutions that have already been deployed/ are being tested
Low emission zones, intelligent transport systems, bike-sharing, innovative financing for buses,
autonomous buses, low emission zone (in progress), MaaS (in progress)
Common challenges
• Supporting citizens transition to green mobility
• Financing the mobility solutions (doing more with less national public financing)
• Understanding the coordination between national & local levels
Additionally, similar trends need to be accounted for:
• Strong demographic growth
• Self-service/ Freefloating (scooters, bicycles, etc.) which raise many questions
Common points of long-term strategies
Transition to a better air quality and less CO2 emissions
Expectations from the project and from the workshops
Sharing their experiences and learning from other stakeholders' experience, building a network, finding
innovative solutions;
Technologies/ solutions the stakeholders are most interested in
Public/private partnership, solutions to go from urban to rural areas
Smart mobility solutions:
• Interest in exchanging on low emissions zone: obstacles to deployment
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•
•
•

Clean bus fleet: technical aspects, problems encountered (H2, elec, biofuels). Detailed carbon
footprint: is the clean bus really clean?
MaaS: construction of MaaS
…

Selected quotes:

What matters is not what happens in the last mile, but what you do before.
Policy Officer at Paris Region

La Rochelle has innovated on mobility for more than 45 years!
Project manager of Mobility – La Rochelle Territoire Zéro Carbone

Germany (partner in charge: RTECH)
Number of interviews carried out
Total of 6 (3 cities, 2 infrastructure provider, 1 government's location agency / cluster / association)
Existing mobility solutions that are the most used by the interviewed stakeholders
Busses, Sharing services (car, bike, scooter), Park+Ride
Example of innovative solutions that have already been deployed/ are being tested
low emission zones, autonomous shuttle buses, autonomous parking, charging infrastructure, pop-up
bicycle lanes, electric buses, district buses, sharing services (car, bike, cargo bike), clean air plan, cluster
organisations, parking space management (P+R, B+R), City-Toll
Common challenges
Less Motorised private transport in cities, Public transport offers available across the country, user-friendly
use of public transport
Common points of long-term strategies
make it more difficult to use motorized private transport in cities while offering more public transport at the
same time
Expectations from the project and from the workshops
exchange with other regions and urban planing, exchange of best practices, knowledge transfer
Technologies/ solutions the stakeholders are most interested in
Sharing Services, Mobility hubs, Hydrogen, Last mile delivery, Mobility as a Service
Selected quotes:

Many different types of mobility solutions are possible, but many fail when it comes to
implementation
Center for Transportation & Logistics Neuer Adler e.V.

Mobility must be understood and treated as an overall system.
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European Officer Department for Economic and Research Affairs, City of Regensburg

Citizens do not want to give away what is currently available (e.g. reduction of parking
spaces) but expect a better offer as an incentive [to switch from car to other mobility
solutions].
Sustainability Coordinator, City of Ingolstadt

Hungary (partner in charge: ZONE)
Number of interviews carried out
1 city, 1 University (2 more interviews are scheduled at the end of July)
Existing mobility solutions that are the most used by the interviewed stakeholders
Intelligent traffic management center, Integrated mobility solutions (regional, multi-modal), MaaS, Smart
Parking, Further development of E-ticketing, smart crosswalks
Example of innovative solutions that have already been deployed/ are being tested
MaaS, E-ticket, Smart crosswalks, City data exchange with navigation applications, Rollet parking
Common challenges
Changing the mobility habits of residents. A new positive trend has been the increase in the proportion of
walking and cycling in Budapest
Common points of long-term strategies
The goal of becoming a regional center solutions applicable in a wider region
Expectations from the project and from the workshops
Sharing existing solutions, identifying new solutions and opportunities.
Technologies/ solutions the stakeholders are most interested in
Smart City solutions, IoT solutions, MaaS, Sustainable urban mobility and integrated infrastructure and
processes, electromobility, autonomous vehicle
Selected quotes:

The municipality aims to make the city center more livable. Priority: the most efficient
mode of transport in terms of space and energy demand should be promoted.
Centre for Budapest Transport (BKK)

Spain (partner in charge: IAF)
Number of interviews carried out
Total of 9 (3 Cities, 2 R&D organization / University, 3 government's location agency / cluster / association, 1
company)
Existing mobility solutions that are the most used by the interviewed stakeholders
Pedestrian zones, especially in the city centres; Cycling infrastructure (facilities & cycle paths); City bus and
taxi services; Bike & scooter share; Park and ride facilities; MaaS applications
Example of innovative solutions that have already been deployed/ are being tested
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Multimodal applications to facilitate travel (integrated methods of payment – Maas, including shared
mobility) (mentioned by 2 interviewees); Smart bus stops (1); Sensors control parking (users with reduced
mobility – linked to MaaS) (1); Restricted parking areas (3); Shared mobility solutions (5)
Common challenges
• Shared mobility solutions (bikes, e-scooters, motorbikes…)
• Decarbonisation of transport - clean vehicles (electric & hydrogen)
• Last mile transportation (including use of drones)
• Pedestrianisation of the Historical Centres
• Recharging points for electric cars (private cars)
• Digitalisation of cities - 5G
Common points of long-term strategies
• Clean Transport & Pedestrianisation city centers
• Coexistence between different transport methods (bike, , e-scooters, cars…)
Expectations from the project and from the workshops
• Learning from other examples of mobility, streamlining administrative and financial issues
• To know mobility solutions of cities of similar size and urban morphology.
• Connecting with European experiences & Networking
• New cooperative projects to implement solutions.
• Benchmarking, importing solutions, learning about trends and expertise elsewhere.
Technologies/ solutions the stakeholders are most interested in
Electric mobility (vehicle & infrastructure); Hydrogen-based mobility; Data for service management - Realtime tracking as a service; mobility platform app (Maas); Cohabitation (pedestrian, bikes, scooters, cars,
urban logistics); Drones; Smart & connected vehicle; Shared mobility; simulation of transport flows and
analytics using AI

Turkey (partner in charge: OKAN)
Number of interviews carried out
Total of 5 (2 cities, 2 companies, 1 NGO)
Existing mobility solutions that are the most used by the interviewed stakeholders
Public transport (bus, metro, metrobus, suburban train)
Micro-mobility is a focus of interest but not widespread as a viable mobility solution
Pedestrian areas are also being considered seriously but not as widespread as necessary to be effective in
clean mobility
Example of innovative solutions that have already been deployed/ are being tested
Pedestrian areas in downtown areas (Tuzla, Pendik, İSBAK)
One company (Fark Labs) is implementing e-scooter systems,
Unique multi-modal mobility card implemented in Istanbul metropolitan area.
Common challenges
(1) Coordination of levels of jurisdiction in the hierarchy of national – metropolitan – township municipalities
(2) Awareness of and motivation for innovative smart and clean mobility solutions
(3) Fast and unchecked urbanization rendering small area solutions such as pedestrianization and cycling
impractical, due to heavy commuter traffic requirements.
Common points of long-term strategies
Smart and clean mobility is a strategic goal in all interviewed stakeholders
Expectations from the project and from the workshops
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Raising awareness and motivation towards innovative smart and clean mobility solutions
Technologies/ solutions the stakeholders are most interested in
E-vehicles for public transport, e-scooters, pedestrianization and extending the range of cycling
infrastructures.
Selected quotes:

The reason why innovative mobility solutions are not widely implemented is neither the
lack nor the size of necessary funding. It is the lack of vision and understanding of decision
makers.
Fark Labs

RECIPROCITY aims are fully compliant with the smart and clean mobility strategies of
MoTI as well as ITS-Turkey. We are more than happy to participate in and contribute in any
way we can, to RECIPROCITY activities.
ITS Turkey

Other EU countries (partners in charge: ERRIN, G!E)
Number of interviews carried out
8 interviews with cities across Europe (UK, Denmark, Poland, Sweden, the Netherlands, Italy)
Existing mobility solutions that are the most used by the interviewed stakeholders
The most used is still personal cars but citizens also use buses and bicycles/bike sharing
Example of innovative solutions that have already been deployed/ are being tested
low emission zones, autonomous vehicles (cars and buses) and a urban airport for drones
Common challenges
public perception, data collection, Citizens behavioural change.
Common points of long-term strategies
to make sure that the air quality is improving and aiming for net-zero in the emissions.
Expectations from the project and from the workshops
sharing experiences, lessons learned and goals with other stakeholders and build a network of cities
Technologies/ solutions the stakeholders are most interested in
car-sharing, scooters sharing, bike sharing, Freight, public-private partnerships
Selected quotes:

The emergency measures introduced as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic placed
a great emphasis on sustainable transport and provided the council with valuable lessons
about future interventions.
Transport planner at Birmingham City Council

The biggest challenge is to look at how to develop and gradually introduce the new
measures making sure to consider any safety concern and adapting any measure to the
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vulnerable users. When you demonstrate something, and people are invited to these
demonstrations to see how safe it is their perception changes.
Transport Innovation Manager, Transport & Infrastructure, Coventry City Council

It will be hard to get people back on buses because they are very resistant, even when
vaccinated, and opt for a private vehicle.
The public policy is to build more roads and not invest in more and sustainable ways on
moving people and things.
Derry & Strabane Council
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3. Quantitative survey
3.1. Approach
3.1.1. RATIONALE
As the consortium was not able to interview all stakeholders from T1.1 database (which contains more than 250
organisations), an online questionnaire (English only) was set up to get inputs from non-interviewed
stakeholders. Their answers are used to complete the picture gained from the qualitative interviews and gain
more quantitative insights (with the possibility to compute some indicators/ statistics).

3.1.2. DEVELOPMENT
The questionnaire was developed by DOWEL with the instrumental support of OKAN, R-TECH, BIZUP and
NextMove and was published online thanks to EU Survey.
Five versions of the survey were created to adapt to the different scenarios depending on the type of
stakeholders: stakeholders were separated into two main categories (local stakeholders and regional/ national
stakeholders), and then further sub-divided into the following sub-categories, to make sure all questions were
adequately tailored to the group of respondents:
1) Local stakeholders
Local stakeholders are requested to answer for a specific city under their jurisdiction or where they operate.
They include:
-

1a: Cities and municipalities, architect or city planners, policy makers, representative of citizens (local
citizens associations)
1b: A private company operating public transport (incl. on behalf of municipalities or regions), a provider
of carsharing and bike sharing schemes, an operator of EV charging stations, a car park operator, or
other infrastructure provider

2) Regional/ National stakeholders
Regional and national stakeholders have a wider coverage, and answer the questionnaire with a regional or
national perspective. They include:
-

-

2a: Private compagnies (other than transport operator, e.g. manufacturer, OEM and/or provider of
mobility solutions, IT company, private company for freight and logistics)
2b: R&D organisations or universities, Clusters / government’s location agency / chamber of commerce.
This sub-category also includes Think-tanks, National or European NGOs and Engineering or
consulting companies.
2c: Funding/ development agencies.

These categories therefore slightly differ from those defined in T1.1, but this was necessary to ensure the
relevance of the questionnaire. The coherence between both is further detailed in Annex 2.
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As for the survey-management system, EU Survey was chosen to create and publish online the RECIPROCITY
survey because it is the European Commission's official survey management tool but also to reassure
respondents of the reliability of the survey.
The link to the online survey (see Figure 4) can be found here:
https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/ReciprocitySurvey

Figure 4: Screenshots of the RECIPROCITY online survey
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3.1.3. DISSEMINATION
For the dissemination of the survey, each partner made mailings to its stakeholders in the database who were
not interviewed, asking them to give their contribution. Besides that, publications were also made on Twitter
and LinkedIn in order to reach more people:

In total 55 contributions to the survey were received, with a peak reached around the Master mobility workshop
on June 10th. The survey was closed on June 30th. Overall, a fourth of RECIPROCITY stakeholders who were
not interviewed answered the survey, which is a rather good response rate – especially given the length of the
survey5.

Figure 5: Number of contributions to the survey from its creation to its closure

5

Response rates of surveys distributed by e-mail or web are usually around 7% (according Delighted, a customer experience
platform). Response rates can reach 30-40% for internal surveys but are usually around 10-15% for external surveys.
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3.2. Results
3.2.1. KEY FACTS ON RESPONDENTS
From all respondents, 24% are from Austria (see Figure 7) and the main categories are (see also Figure 6):
-

A city or municipality (22%)
A manufacturer, OEM and/or provider of mobility solutions (16%)
An R&D organization or University (15%)
An engineering or consulting company (13%)

Types of respondents
A city or municipality
A policy maker
A private company operating public transport, sharing schemes, EV
charging stations, or other infrastructure provider
A tourism agency

7%

A private company for freight and logistics (incl. last mile logistics)

22%

13%

A manufacturer, OEM and/or provider of mobility solutions

2%
7%

4%
5%
2%
2%

15%

An R&D organization or University
A cluster / government's location agency/ chamber of commerce

16%

5%

An IT company (collecting / processing data)

A think-tank or national/ EU NGO
An engineering or consulting company
A funding/development agency

Figure 6: Types of respondents to the online survey

Countries

Austria
Czech Republic

1 1

Turkey
Finland

3

3

111

France

13

Germany
Spain

8

7
5

4

7

Hungary
Italy
Poland
Romania
UK
Sweden

Figure 7: Countries of the respondents to the online survey
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3.2.2. CURRENT
SOLUTIONS

MOBILITY

CONTEXT

AND

EXISTING

MOBILITY

This section outlines the results of the survey. As parts of the questionnaire were depending on the type of
respondent (conditional questions), the results are presented according to the stakeholder category.

3.2.2.1. For “local stakeholders” (cities, municipalities, transport operators)
For cities/municipalities and transport operators, the decisions regarding the transportation/mobility/ITS
services are mainly made by metropolitan and local municipalities.

Which governing body is responsible for the decisions regarding
the transportation/mobility/ITS services
0

1

2

3

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION

4

5

6

7

8

10

5

METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY

9

LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

8

NATIONAL OR LOCAL TRANSPORT COORDINATION
CENTRES
OTHER = REGIONAL

9

3
2

Figure 8: Governing body responsible for the decisions of the respondents.
The majority of cities/ municipalities and operators offer or provide the following mobility solutions (Figure 9):
-

City buses services (89%)
Bicycle paths/lanes (78%)
Pedestrianized areas (67%)
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Different mobility solutions offered/provided
0

5

10

15

20

Different mobility solutions…
Pedestrianized areas

12

Bicycles paths/lanes

14

Self-service for bicycles, E-…

8

City buses services

16

Trolleybuses

2

Cable car

0

BRT systems (Bus Rapid Transit)

1

Paratransit services

3

Tram and LRT systems (Light Rail…

6

Trains/ intercity rail/Commuter…

9

Metro/subway/underground

5

Water transportation systems

3

Support to carsharing

3

Multi-modal apps to simplify…

7

Figure 9: Mobility solutions offered or provided by the respondents.
Local stakeholders say that congestions are usually seen in their city (44%) (Figure 10) and that they use
surveys (61%) and traffic counters (56%) to monitor the citizens or users’ needs and habits in term of mobility
(Figure 11).

Traffic congestion level
0
Almost never congested

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

0

Rarely congested

3

Congestions are usually seen

8

Congestions can be seen almost every day
Congestions can be seen almost every hour

7

6
1

Figure 10: Traffic congestion level of the city of the respondents
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How do you monitor citizens/users needs and habits in
terms of mobility?
0

2

4

6

8

10

Surveys

11

Security cameras/tracking technology

5

App use/pick times

5

Traffic Counters (fixed or mobile counters…

10

Remote monitoring data services and…

4

We don’t monitor citizens/users needs and…
Other

12

2
0

Figure 11: How do local stakeholders monitor citizens/users’ needs and habits.
The 3 main kind of innovative initiatives that they implemented are:
-

Restricted parking zones
Charging infrastructure
Bike-sharing

What kind of innovative initiatives have already been implemented
0
Superblocks (model that reorganises the space inside a city…
Restricted parking zones
Low-emission zones
Congestion charging system
Carbon tax for road use
Intelligent bus stops
Charging infrastructure
Autonomous and connected vehicle use
Car-sharing
Bike-sharing
E-scooter sharing
HOV (high occupancy vehicle) lanes (i.e. lanes for vehicles that…
intelligent transportation system
P+R, K+R, B+R Systems (park & ride, kiss & ride, bike & ride)
Introduction of new automatic payment systems
Mobility-as-a-Service (Maas)
Other
None or don’t know

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0
8
1
0
0
5
8
0
5
8
5
1
1
6
3
3

1
2

Figure 12: Innovative initiatives implemented by the respondents.

3.2.2.2. For “regional / national stakeholders”
Private compagnies who answered the survey are manufacturing (or providing) mainly tracking systems,
charging infrastructure, ITS and MaaS apps (Figure 13).
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What kind of mobility solution are you manufacturing/
providing?
0
Cars
Bikes
Buses and trolleybuses
Cable car
Trains and metros
E-vehicles
E-scooter
H2-vehicles
Water transportation
Mobility infrastructure (road, rail)
Charging infrastructure
Tracking system
Intelligent transportation system (ITS)
Mobility-as-a-Service apps
Other

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

3

2
3
1

2
3
1
2
2
4
5
7
5
5
6

Figure 13: Mobility solutions manufactures/provided by the respondents.
Other solutions were also listed by some of the respondents: they include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Predictive Maintenance
Mobile Multi Sensor - for automated parking enforcement and data gathering
Ticketing Solutions (SW and HW), Statictics, Planning Systems (Block and Duty Planning,
Depotmanagement), Passanger Information Systems
Capsule-pipe underground logistics systems in cities for small shipments, circle economy, and waste
last/first-miles-and-yards to the consumer.
Transport and logistics emission monitoring and reporting
Conventional propulsion, hybrid systems and full electric solutions and designs solutions reducing CO2
emissions and fuel consumption significantly.

The contributing companies are also developing products for autonomous and connected vehicle use (46%),
intelligent transportation system (46%) and low-emission zones (38%) (Figure 14).
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For which of the following innovative
approaches/solutions are you developing products ?
0
Superblocks

2

4

6

8

0

Restricted parking zones

2

Low-emission zones

5

Congestion charging system

2

Carbon tax for road use

1

Intelligent bus stops

3

Autonomous and connected vehicle use

6

HOV (high occupancy vehicle) lanes (i.e.…

2

Intelligent transportation system (ITS)

6

P+R, K+R, B+R Systems (park & ride, kiss…

3

Introduction of new automatic payment…

3

Other

4

None

1

Figure 14: Innovative approaches/solutions that the respondents are developing products for.
30% of the respondents are not developing any kind of products and solutions for last-mile logistics but some
of them are developing autonomous delivery vehicle (30%).

What kind of innovative products and solutions are you
developing for last-mile logistics?
0

1

EV (electric vehicle)

2

Cargo bikes

5

7

2
0

Smart doorlock

0

Trunk delivery

1

Autonomous delivery vehicle (ADV)

4
0
1

Smart access control for low-emissions zones

2

Urban transhipment centre

2

Other
None

6

1

Droid Van/drone integrated system

Robotics

4

2

Parcel box/locker

Drones

3

6
4

Figure 15: Innovative products and solutions developed for last-mile logistics by the respondents.
Other innovative products and solutions were also mentioned such as:
•
•

Smart multi purpose delivery box for last mile solutions
Capsule-pipe transport and storage systems in and between buildings
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•
•
•

Valeo Smart e-Bike System : electric motor for e-bike with integrated gearbox (Low voltage 48V electric
motors for mobility of goods (droids))
Trolleybus using battery for last mile, testing autonomous solutions with different research institutes,
logistics data sharing models, digital logistics and sustainable logistics

The majority of private compagnies that contributed to the survey do not have patent applications (62%). 3
respondents had 2 patents and 2 respondents had 6 and 10 respectively (Figure 16). A vast majority was
involved in at least 5 mobility projects during the last 5 years (Figure 17).

Number of patent applications

8

3
0
0

1

2

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 16: Number of patent applications of the respondents

How many mobility projects were
you involved during the last 5 years
with?

6
4
2
0-4

5-10

11-20

1

1

21-50

51+

Figure 17: Number of mobility projects that the respondents were involved during the last 5 years.

R&D organisations, Engineering companies, Clusters respondents are mostly interested in E-vehicles and
intelligent transportation systems (ITS) (Figure 18). As a consequence, main topics of research/ projects are
ITS and autonomous and connected vehicle use (Figure 19).
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What kind of mobility solution is your organisation interested in?
0
Cars
Bikes
Buses and trolleybuses
Cable car
Trains and metros
E-vehicles
H2-vehicles
E-scooter
Water transportation
Mobility infrastructure (road, rail)
Charging infrastructure
Tracking system
Intelligent transportation system (ITS)
Mobility-as-a-Service apps
Other

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

15
12
13
8
8
18
6
10
4
15
11
8
17
13

1

Figure 18: Mobility solutions interesting for the respondents

Which of the following innovative initiatives/ solutions are you
investigating?
0
Superblocks
Restricted parking zones
Low-emission zones
Congestion charging system
Carbon tax for road use
0
Intelligent bus stops
Autonomous and connected vehicle use
HOV (high occupancy vehicle) lanes (i.e. lanes for…
Intelligent transportation system (ITS)
P+R, K+R, B+R Systems (park & ride, kiss & ride, bike…
Introduction of new automatic payment systems
Other
None
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

3
4
10
6

9
12
3
12
8
3
3

Figure 19: Innovative initiatives/solutions investigated by the respondents.
60% of R&D organisations & Clusters are also interested in last-mile logistic (Figure 20).
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Is your organisation also interested in
last-mile logistics?

Yes

40%
60%

No

Figure 20: Interest of the respondents in last-mile logistics
The majority of them (80%) do not have patent applications (Figure 21). The majority was involved in 5 to 20
projects during the last 5 years (Figure 22).

Number of patent applications

16

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10+

Figure 21: Number of patent applications of the respondents.

How many mobility projects were you
involved during the last 5 years with?

8
6

0-4

5-10

5

11-20

1

0

21-50

51-100

Figure 22: Number of mobility projects that the respondents were involved during the last 5 years.

Overall, 58% of both categories private and R&D organisations & Cluster stakeholders have innovative
products related to mobility (Figure 23) and 63% of them are in the market (Figure 24).
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Do you have any innovative products
related to mobility?

Yes

42%
58%

No

Figure 23: Respondents that have any innovative products related to mobility.

Are they in the market?

37%

Yes

63%

No

Figure 24: Innovative products related to mobility in the market.

3.2.2.3. All stakeholders
The level of cooperation at regional scale is relatively high to very high for most of cities, private and R&D/
Cluster stakeholders, and for the funding/ development agencies (Figure 25). The picture is very similar at
country level except for the cites (Figure 26).
The level of cooperation at European level is however lower for all categories of respondents (Figure 27).
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Level of co-operation in region
Cities
Operator

4

6

1 2 1

Private

3

4

R&D & Cluster

7

Funding

2 11

Very high

4

3

2 1
8

Relatively high

4

Incidental

1

Almost none

None

Figure 25: Level of co-operation of the category of respondents with other stakeholders at regional scale.

Level of co-operation in country
Cities
Operator

1

6

2

Private
R&D & Cluster
Funding
Very high

5

2

2
4

3

2

3

2 1

10

7

1

2 11
Relatively high

Incidental

Almost none

None

Figure 26: Level of co-operation of the category of respondents with other stakeholders at country level

Level of co-operation in Europe
Cities
Operator
Private

5

Very high

3

1

11 2
11

R&D & Cluster
Funding

5

3
7

2

5

7

1

2

Relatively high

Incidental

Almost none

None

Figure 27: Level of co-operation of the category of respondents with other stakeholders at European level
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3.2.3. NEEDS, PAINS & GAINS
3.2.3.1. For citizens
In terms of mobility, 2 out of 8 of the citizen/users’ expectations were considered as very important by the
majority of respondents, the most important being the fast / shortest door-to-door travel time, followed by a
better connection between urban and peri-urban areas (Figure 28).

How would you rank the expectations of the citizens/users in terms
of mobility?
Always accessible regardless of the time of the day 0 4
Fast / Shortest door-to-door travel time

7

21

16

6

10

Accessible to everyone regarding the price 1 4
10

Ability to combine various forms of mobility 1
More collaborative transport system – carpool etc.
Inclusive & Accessible to citizens with limited autonomy 0

4

13

Better connection between urban and peri-urban areas 11 5

14

Slightly important

Important

Fairly Important

1
11

12

14

16
13

Not at all important

18
15

13

8

0

10
14

8

0

32

17

Conscious of the environment – aka green/sustainabl 1

24

9

11

3
5

15

4
4

29
Very important

0

1
Don't know

Figure 28: Citizens/users expectations according to the respondents.
The 3 main reasons why citizen/users/customers are annoyed when travelling are (Figure 29):
-

Traffic congestions (80%)
Lack of public transport (56%)
Uncertainties about schedules (49%)
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What is annoying or troubling the citizens/ users/ customers
when they are travelling
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Traffic congestion

35

40

45

50

44

Accidents & downtime

15

Uncertainties about schedules

27

Noise pollution

16

End-to-end delays

23

Large influx of people in public transportation

23

Travelling costs

14

Lack of public transport

31

Vehicle emissions/Pollution

17

Lack of multi-modal journey planner

17

Other

1

Don’t know

3

Figure 29: Things that are annoying citizens/users/customers when travelling according to the respondents.

3.2.3.2. For private companies and R&D organisations developing new products
In order to do more advanced research in the area, regional and national stakeholders (private and R&D
organisations) need more systems and equipment related to data and more cooperation (such as partnerships):
•

•
•

•
•
•

Data sets (and corresponding APIs), including
o Valid and high resolution data on (personal) mobility
o Data from sensors - volume of traffic, usage, occupancy of public transport, customer
behaviour, speed of traffic, etc.
o published local records and analysis (as well as published research papers)
Reliable communication systems, tracking system and sensors, cameras (Infrastructure / Cars /
Weather)
Collaboration, partnerships, including:
o experimental spaces & platforms/ living labs
o cities and industry partners who are willing to cooperate, test proof of concepts and develop
new Use Cases (for instance for last mile transportation)
o Integration with other transport modes, logistics providers, waste and circular organisations,
trade companies
Business models and finance, including appropriate funding calls
Policy and legal framework (for instance kWh-billing in charging infrastructure, connected car data, etc.)
Manpower and resources in digital solutions, special hardware and software tools

Nevertheless, the majority seem to find experts, although most of them not easily (Figure 30): various areas
that required training were mentioned:
•
•
•
•

Digitalisation, Data visualization, High frequency; embedded system and firmware experts
Information systems for mobility,
Regulation
Project management skills (incl. EU-funded projects)
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•
•

Automotive focus, future mobility concept, fuel cell, H2 technologies (not just as product, also as system
solution),
Hands-on experience with autonomous vehicles

Can you find enough experts to run the
required research

3%
33%

Yes
Yes but not easily
No

64%

Figure 30: Ease to find enough experts to run the required research according to the respondents.

3.2.4. TRENDS, DRIVERS AND BARRIERS
3.2.4.1. Barriers
For both regional and national stakeholders, what is mostly slowing down their strategic agenda in relation to
mobility development projects is cost and the lack of financing/ funding possibilities (44%), followed by the
difficulties to find expert and recruit new staff (31%) (Figure 31).

What is slowing down the strategic agenda of your
organisation?

4%

Changes in regulation /
uncertainty in the
regulatory context

21%

31%

44%

Cost: lack of financing/
funding possibilities
nationally or EU-wide
Expertise: difficulties to
find experts, recruit new
staff
Other

Figure 31: What is slowing down the strategic agenda of the respondents.
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3.2.4.2. Trends
According to all the respondents, the 2 main trends that need to be considered in the mobility
strategy/work/research are digitalisation and sustainability (Figure 32).

What are the new trends that you need to take into
account in your mobility strategy/ Work/ Research?
0

10

Uptake of self-service concepts (for bikes, escooters, etc.)

20

30

40

16

Citizens’ engagement (e.g. expectations of
citizens to be more and more involved, co-…

24

Digitalisation (uptake of digital connected
technologies, IoT, mobile apps, etc., thereby…

44

Covid impact (e.g. less commuting, requirement
for barriers and physical distancing)

18

Sustainability (e.g. energy transition,
requirements to be 'greener')
Other

50

41
0

Figure 32: New trends that are taken into account in the respondents’ mobility strategy/work/research.
With regard to citizen’s engagement:
The answers provided by the cities or municipalities that responded to the survey, concerning how the
citizens’ affect policy making, are almost evenly distributed (Figure 33), the most chosen ones being:
-

Through consultations with citizens’ representatives when considered necessary by authorities
Through consultations with relevant citizens’ organizations whenever needed by policy making bodies

How does the citizens’ affect policy making process in
terms of mobility?
How does the citizens’ affect policy
making process in terms of mobility?

Through systematic participation of
citizens’ NGOs in the policy making
process

17%
35%

Through participation of interested
citizens in the policy making process

26%
22%

Through representatives of citizens
who are members of policy making
bodies
Through consultations with relevant
citizens’ organizations whenever
needed by policy making bodies
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Figure 33: How citizens affect the policy making process according to the respondents.

3.2.5. SHARING LESSONS LEARNT AND BEST PRACTICES
Most of our respondents would like to share good practices or lessons learnt with other stakeholders and cities.
The following were cited when answering the survey:
-

-

“Scout for new technology and innovations before planning for new city developments. Procure based
on performance instead i.e. technology agnostic, instead of specifying a specific technical solution”.
“Put the needs and desires of citizens in the center of research, not the technology”
“Involve experts on policy, legal and institutional issues early. To change these take more time than to
change technology. Involve final users and citizens early for getting the MMI right and for buy-in”.
“Interdisciplinary approach: what stands us out is the coverage of key market sectors”
“Importance of collaboration in MaaS-projects”
“Coordination of the regional mobility ecosystem”
“Each of our endeavours brought both successes and failures. As part of virtually each of them, we can
indicate to other errors and solutions that have not worked, so that interested parties can better prepare
and carry out the same activities”.
“Cities needs to be more open and accept piloting new mobility solutions in the region. Without
municipalities or local officials, startups or new solutions providers can't grow their impact.”
“Continuous improvement: we are constantly seeking new ways and possibilities to improve and raise
our know-how”

More specifically, a few private companies welcomed the opportunity to present their products and projects in
RECIPROCITY:
-

“We take a pride in presenting a wide-range project portfolio”
“As provider of sensors it is crucial to understand the whole system around”.
“Results of our EBIM project on low-emission, intelligent commuting (esp. concerning the last mile and
Micro-public transport)”

The top 5 solutions the respondents (all categories taken into account) were interested in are (Figure 34):
-

Intelligent transportation system
Buses and trolleybuses
E-Vehicles
Autonomous and connected vehicle use
Mobility infrastructure
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What are the solutions (technologies & services) you are the
most interested in?
0

5

Cars
Bikes
Buses and trolleybuses
Cable car
4
Trains and metros
E-vehicles
H2-vehicles
E-scooter
Water transportation
5
Mobility infrastructure (road, rail)
Charging infrastructure
Tracking system
Intelligent transportation system (ITS)
Mobility-as-a-Service apps
Superblocks
7
Restricted parking zones
10
Low-emission zones
Congestion charging system.
10
Carbon tax for road use
8
Intelligent bus stops
Autonomous and connected vehicle use
HOV (high occupancy vehicle) lanes
4
P+R, K+R, B+R Systems
Introduction of new automatic payment…
Other
3

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

23
22
31

19
29
18
15
27
25
16
34
25

23

20
27
14
15

Figure 34: Solutions (technologies & services) that the respondents are interested in.

3.2.6. CONCLUSION
The survey enabled the consortium to get a very rich insight into the needs, pains and gains of the stakeholders
who answered the questionnaire, as well as a better understanding of their expectations from the project and
the lessons learned they would like to share. As most of the respondents were private companies, results were
complementary of those obtained through the interviews (which mobilised mostly cities and municipalities).
The survey was also an opportunity to compare the different stakeholders view of what “smart mobility” means:
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What does "smart mobility solutions" evoke for you?
0

5

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Innovative tools and techniques for
mobility

39

Digitalization and IoT technologies

29

Solutions that enable more sustainability
and high quality of life
User-centred solutions

38
17

Some of our stakeholders also provided their own definitions:

Figure 35:Smart mobility according to the survey respondents
There is therefore a strong alignment with smart mobility as defined by RECIPROCITY, i.e. relying on the use
of traditional as well as innovative tools and techniques for urban, peri-urban and rural mobility, including (but
not limited to) digitalization and IoT technologies, to ensure economic sustainability and high quality of life.
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4. Conclusions
During May and July 2021, a total number of 65 interviews were carried out by the consortium and 55 responses
to the online survey were received.
Very valuable qualitative data were collected through the interviews, thereby enabling RECIPROCITY
consortium to build a picture of smart mobility throughout European cities. This picture was then completed by
the quantitative data obtained thanks to the online survey, which proved to be an efficient way to reach
stakeholders such as private companies.
Both approaches gave consistent results with regard to existing mobility solutions, innovative solutions already
deployed or tested, common challenges, expectations from the projects and the workshops (and in particular
technologies and approaches of interest). The online survey provided additional information specific to private
companies and R&D organizations with regard to research and innovation activities: most of the respondents
from these categories pointed out the need for more systems and equipment related to data (e.g. sensors and
tracking systems, big data, APIs) and more cooperation (partnerships, platforms and living labs) as well as
funding in order to better innovate in this area and bring their innovation to the market.
These findings have already been used by the partners when preparing their local mobility workshop, and will
be key inputs to the other WP1 tasks and the rest of the project.
Beyond the knowledge gained, the performed interviews have also been a unique opportunity to introduce the
project to more than 60 stakeholders and prompt them into participating to RECIPROCITY activities (workshops,
task forces, etc.).
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5. Annex 1: list of interviews
Ref

Organisation

AT#1

Grieskirchen
(municipality)

AT#2

Alpine Pearls
(Association for
the Promotion of
Sustainable
Tourism with
Environmentally
Friendly Mobility)
Mobility
Lab Mobility Lab Upper Austria
Upper Austria
The Mobility Lab Upper Austria project - MobiLab Upper Austria
(project)
for short - is one of a total of five mobility labs in Austria. As part
of an initiative of the Federal Ministry of Transport, Innovation and
Technology (bmvit), these are funded by the Austrian Research
Promotion Agency (FFG) in the course of the programme
"Mobility of the Future - Urban Mobility Labs".
Standortagentur The city region (Standortagentur Leonding) consists of an
Leonding
overarching cooperation of the municipalities of Wilhering,
(regional
Kirchberg-Thening, Oftering, Pasching, Linz Mitte & Süd-West and
development and Leonding. The Agency for Location and Economy coordinates
location agency) strategic planning and development processes for the core city of
Leonding.
Perg
With a total area of 611.86 km², the district of Perg is the smallest
(municipality)
of the four political districts of the Mühlviertel. More than 60,000
people live in it. Since 1 January 2014, the judicial districts of
Mauthausen and Pregarten have been dissolved. The entire district
of Mauthausen and the municipalities of Bad Zell, Königswiesen,
Pierbach, Schönau im Mühlkreis and Tragwein of Pregarten were
assigned to the judicial district of Perg. The district is divided into
26 municipalities.
Werfenweng
Werfenweng is a municipality with 1031 inhabitants in Pongau in
(municipality)
the province of Salzburg (Austria).
Regionalmanag Regionalmanagement OÖ GmbH (RMOÖ) is the regional
ement
OÖ development agency of the province of Upper Austria and acts as
GmbH
an interface between provincial politics and the municipal level.
(regional
As Upper Austria's competence centre for regional development,
development
it is the contact for municipalities, associations, institutions and
agency of the
regional actors who want to implement initiatives for the
province of Upper development of their region.
Austria)
Wels
Wels is a city in Upper Austria. With 62,654 inhabitants, Wels is the
(city)
second largest city in the federal state of Upper Austria after the
provincial capital Linz and ranks eighth on the list of cities in
Austria.
Area: 45.92 km²
Steyr
Steyr is a city in Upper Austria, the third largest city in the province
(city)
after Linz and Wels and the twelfth largest city in Austria. The

AT#3

AT#4

AT#5

AT#6
AT#7

AT#8

AT#9

Short presentation of the organisation

Date of the
interview
Grieskirchen is a municipality in the Hausruckviertel in Upper F2F / 7th
Austria with 4987 inhabitants and the seat of the district May 21
administrations of the districts of Grieskirchen and Eferding, which
were merged as part of an administrative community.
Altitude: 335 m
Area: 11.7 km²
Alpine Pearls is a cooperation of 19 tourism communities from
online / 7th
five Alpine countries founded in 2006. The objective of this
May 2021
tourism association is to promote mobility: to offer guests the
possibility of car-free arrival and departure and the easy use of
local public transport as well as other climate-friendly holiday
offers. The individual members are called „pearls“.
online / 18th
May 2021

online / 10th
May 2021

online / 15th
June 2021

online / 11th
May 2021
online / 25th
May 2021

online / 6th
May 2021

online / 25th
May 2021
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AT#1
0
AT#1
1

AT#1
2

AT#1
3

CZ#1

CZ#2

CZ#1

CZ#2

CZ#3

CZ#4
CZ#5

CZ#6
CZ#7
CZ#8

CZ#9

statutory city at the confluence of the rivers Enns and Steyr is the
seat of the district capital of the Steyr-Land district.
Area: 26.56 km²
Population: 38,395
Hörsching
Hörsching is a market town in Upper Austria in the district of Linz(municipality)
Land in the central region with 6284 inhabitants.
Area: 20 km²
Österreichische The Austrian Association of Cities and Towns (Österreichischer
r Städtebund
Städtebund) represents the interests of the municipalities in
(Austrian
Austria and is based in Vienna.
Association of
Cities and
Towns)
Energieinstitut The Energy Institute at the JKU Linz is involved in about 80 R&D
der JKU
projects per year to further develop an energy system that has a
(R&D
positive influence on living, economic and environmental spaces,
organization)
strengthens the European economies and reduces fossil energy
sources as far as possible. As a non-university research institution,
the institute has a multidisciplinary structure.
Graz
Graz is the capital of Styria and, with 291,134 inhabitants, the
(city)
second largest city in the Republic of Austria. The city is located on
both sides of the Mur River in the Graz Basin. With 637,532
inhabitants, the metropolitan region of Graz is the third largest
metropolitan region in Austria after the metropolitan regions of
Vienna and Linz.
Area: 127,57 km²
City of Jihlava
City of Jihlava is responsible for planning public transport,
providing public transportation, providing infrastructure, providing
funding the operation (DPMJ) and infrastructure
City of Pardubice City of Pardubice is responsible for planning public transport,
providing public transportation, providing infrastructure, providing
funding the operation (DPMP) and infrastructure
City of Pilsen
City of Pilsen is responsible for planning public transport,
providing public transportation, providing infrastructure, providing
funding the operation (PMDP) and infrastructure
Plzeňské městsk Pilsen Urban Transport Company operating urban public
é dopravní podni transport in the city of Pilsen
ky (PMDP)
POVED, s.r.o.
The company performs service activities in the field of
(Coordinator of
coordination public transport for the City of Pilsen and especially
the Public
for the Pilsen Region.
Transport in the
Pilsen Region)
Arriva Střední
The company provides suburban and regional bus transport
Čechy, s.r.o.
services in the Central Bohemian and Pilsen regions.
České dráhy, a.s. The company provides regional, inter-regional and inter-city rail
passenger transport services in the Pilsen Region and Czech
Republic.
Správa železnic, Czech state organization that manages state-owned railways and
s.o.
serves as the owner and operator of the railway infrastructure
Mott Mac Donald Mott MacDonald (city planer) develops the Sustainable Mobility
CZ
Strategy of the Pilsen Metropolitan Area ITI
Škoda
Škoda Transportation is company engaged in the production of
Transportation,
rail rolling stock, trolleybuses (classic/battery), trams, electric and
a.s.
diesel buses
Západočeská
University of West Bohemia in Pilsen, Faculty of Electrical
univerzita v Plzni, Engineering, optimization methods in the field of electromobility
Fakulta
elektrotechnická

online / 11th
May 2021
online / 26th
May 2021

online / 1st
June 2021

online / 28th
May 2021

9.06.2021
online
3.06.2021
online
28.05.2021
online
19.05.2021
online
12.05.2021
online

24.05.2021
online
24.05.2021
online
17.05.2021
online
28.05.2021
online
8.06.2021
online
29.06.2021
online
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FI#1

FI#2

FI#3

FI#4

FI#5

FI#6

FR#1

FR#2

FR#3

FR#4

FR#5
FR#6

FR#7

DE#1

DE#2

Forum Virium
Helsinki Ltd

Forum Virium Helsinki is the City of Helsinki innovation company.
It co-creates urban futures with companies, universities, other
public sector organizations and Helsinki residents.
Deal Comp Ltd
Since 1992, we have been serving our customers with IT
solutions. Some of the products and solutions made more than 20
years ago are still in everyday use. Deal Comp Oy’s customer
base for embedded and “rugged” computers for 25 years.
Metropolia
Metropolia University of Applied Sciences is a multidisciplinary
University of
polytechnic operating in the Helsinki metropolitan area in Finland.
Applied Sciences Metropolia is Finland's largest university of applied sciences in
terms of number of students. In 2019, there will be about 16400
students.
City of Riihimäki Riihimäki is a small town with about 30,000 inhabitants and lies at
the junction of southern Finland’s main motorways and railway
lines. The town is located about 60 km from Helsinki and the
Helsinki-Vantaa airport, and it takes about 45 minutes to reach
Riihimäki from the Helsinki metropolitan area.
City of Porvoo
City of Porvoo is situated on the southern coast about 50
kilometres from Helsinki. It is one of the six medieval towns in
Finland and has the population of 50 000 people. The
municipality's official languages are Finnish and Swedish.
CoReorient Ltd
CoReorient helps businesses and consumers adopt more efficient
and convenient ways for everyday tasks with the help of their
local communities.
Communauté
Cergy-Pontoise is a new town and a conurbation in France, in
d’Agglomération the Val-d'Oise and Yvelines departments, northwest of Paris on
de Cergythe river Oise. It owes its name to two of the communes that it
Pontoise
covers, Cergy and Pontoise. Its population is 206,654 (2017), in
an area of 84.2 km2.
Grand Paris
The Communauté urbaine Grand Paris Seine et Oise is
Seine et Oise
an intercommunal structure, covering the western suburbs
of Paris. It is located in the Yvelines department, in the Île-deFrance region, northern France.
Issy-lesIssy-les-Moulineaux is a municipality in the southwestern
Moulineaux
suburban area of Paris, France, lying on the left bank of the
river Seine. It is part of la “Métropole du Grand Paris”
Paris Region
The Ile-de-France Region is the most populous of the
eighteen regions of France. Île-de-France is densely populated
and retains a prime economic position on the national stage:
though it covers only 12,012 square kilometers, about 2%
of metropolitan French territory, its estimated 2020 population of
12,278,210 was nearly one-fifth of the national total; its economy
accounts for nearly one-third of the French gross domestic
product.
Rambouillet
Rambouillet Territoires is a conurbation community in the
Territoires
Yvelines Region.
Pau
Pau is a commune overlooking the Pyrenees, and capital of
the department of Pyrénées-Atlantiques in the region of NouvelleAquitaine, France. Pau had 77,130 inhabitants as of 2017.
Communauté
La Rochelle is a city on the central west coast of France and a
d'Agglomération seaport on the Bay of Biscay, a part of the Atlantic Ocean. With
de La Rochelle
75,735 inhabitants in 2017, La Rochelle is the most populated
commune in the department. In the La Rochelle conurbation,
travels generate 27% of CO2 emissions.
Center for
CNA e.V. - Competence initiative for transportation and logistics
Transportation &
Logistics Neuer
Adler e.V.
City of
City in Bavarian region - Department for Economic and Research
Regensburg
Affairs

27.05.2021
online
31.05.2021
online

31.05.2021
online

3.06.2021
online +
e-mail
14.07.2021,
9.6.2021
online

24.6.2021
online
25.06.2021 Online

01.07.2021
online

31.05.2021 Online
02.06.2021
Online

19.05.2021 Online
25.05.2021 Online
05.07.2021
online

05.05.2021
online

12.05.2021
online
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DE#3

City of Ingolstadt

City in Bavarian Region – Department for sustainability

DE#4

City of Würzburg

DE#5

Das Stadtwerk
Regesburg
GmbH
Münchner
Verkehrs- und
Tarifverbund
GmbH (MVV)
Budapest
University of
Technology
(BME)
Centre for
Budapest
Transport (BKK)

City in Bavarian Region - Department of environmental and
climate protection
Infrastructure provider of Regensburg

17.05.2021
online
18.05.2021
online
18.05.2021

MVV - Infrastructure provider of Munich

25.05.2021

It is one of lead Hungarian Universities. The interview was taken
with the representative of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering.

08.06.2021
online

They responsible for the operation and development of Budapest
public transport as the transport organiser of the city. BKK as a
public service provider is fully owned by the Municipality of
Budapest
the nexus of union and coordination between the different actions
and initiatives related to Electric and Connected Mobility

09.06.2021
online

University of Zaragoza / Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Area of Transport Engineering and Infrastructure, School of
Engineering and Architecture
Capital of the province of Zaragoza and of the Region of Aragon.

20.05.2021
FTF

Cooperation between municipalities of Zaragoza Area

24.05.21 onli
ne

DE#6

CZ#1

CZ#2

SP#1

SP#2

Office for the
Promotion of
Electric and
Connected
Mobility of
Zaragoza
University of
Zaragoza

SP#3

City of Zaragoza

SP#4

Zaragoza Area
Transport
Consortium
Federation of
Commerce Zaragoza
City of Huesca

SP#5

SP#6
SP#7

SP#8
SP#9

TR#1

TR#2

TR#3

TR#4

25.05.2021
(FTF)

02.06.2021
online

Business association with the aim of representing, promoting and 24.06.2021
defending the interests of commerce in Zaragoza and its
F2F
province.
City of Huesca / Capital province of Huesca, Aragon region
04.05.2021
FTF
National Departm Government department that is responsible for the Spanish road 04.05.2021
ent
transport network.
F2F
of Traffic (DGT)
in Huesca
City of Teruel
Teruel, capital of Teruel Province, Aragon Region
31/05/21
online
Aragon
Public Technology Center of Aragon in charge of promotion of
27/04/2021
Technology
research, development and innovation in the business sector
Online
Institute
Tuzla
City of 273,000 in the Istanbul metropolitan area
10.5.2021,
Municipality
teleconferen
ce
Pendik
City of 720,000 in the Istanbul metropolitan area
11.5.2021,
Municipality
teleconferen
ce
Fark Labs
An Istanbul-based innovation center with a focus on mobility.
11.5.2021,
https://farklabs.com/who-we-are/?lang=en
Teleconfere
nce
ISBAK
ISBAK was founded in 1986 by Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality 26.5.2021,
ISTANBUL IT
(“IBB”) to provide vehicle maintenance and repair and carry out
online
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TR#5

UK#1

UK#2

UK#3

DK#1

PL#1

AND SMART
CITY
TECHNOLOGIE
S INC.
ITS-Turkey (and
MoTI DG
Communications)
Birmingham City
Council

traffic signaling services of Istanbul. In 1995, it expanded its
scope of activities and started to engage in Intelligent
Transportation Systems
NGO for ITS

18.5.2021,
online

Birmingham is the second most populous city in the United
Kingdom. Birmingham and the West Midlands have strong
historic links to the automobile industry, with some of the UK’s
largest car manufacturing plants located in the area
Coventry City
Coventry City Council is a public administration – local
Council
government. Coventry had a population of 371,521 residents in
mid-2019. It is the ninth largest city in England by population.
Derry & Strabane The local authority for Derry and Strabane district in Northern
Council
Ireland. It was created as part of the 2014 Northern Ireland local
government reform, replacing Derry City Council and Strabane
District Council
Guldborgsund
Guldborgsund is Denmark’s southernmost municipality,
Municipality
connected to the European continent with Scandinavia. With a
population of 60.000 inhabitants, the city covers 90,697 acres.
Olsztyn municipal Public transport in Olsztyn is managed by ZDZiT, the local unit
commune
responsible for transport issues.

SW#1 Region Örebro
County

NL#1

Municipality of
Zaanstad

IT#1

Municipality of
Rovereto

Online
18/05/2021

26/05/2021
online
Online,
2/06/2021

21/05/2021
online
24/05/2021
online

Örebro is a city with 124,027 inhabitants, the seat of Örebro
online
Municipality and the capital of Örebro County in Sweden. It is the
sixth largest city in Sweden and one of the largest inland hubs of
the country.
Zaanstad is a Dutch municipality in the province of North Holland, 08/06/2021
situated northwest of Amsterdam. Its main city is Zaandam. It is
online
part of the conurbation and metropolitan area of Amsterdam. It
had a population of 155,885 in 2019.
With almost 40,000 inhabitants, Rovereto is the second largest
city in the Trentino, right after the city of Trento

June 25,
2021.
Online
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6. Annex 2: categories of
stakeholders used in the
survey
Categories in the
stakeholders’ database (T1.1)
City or municipality
(representative, department)
Architects or City planners
Policy maker
Representative of inhabitants
Tourism agency
Infrastructure provider

Start-up

&

Companies

R&D organization / University
Government's location agency /
cluster / association
Funding/development agencies
Former projects

Categories for the online survey in T1.2
City or municipality
Architects or City planners
Policy maker
Representative of citizens / local citizens
association
Tourism agency
Infrastructure provider
Private company operating public transport
(incl. on behalf of municipalities or regions),
a provider of carsharing and bike sharing
schemes, an operator of EV charging
stations, a car park operator
Private company for freight and logistics
(incl. last mile logistics)
Manufacturer, OEM and/or provider of
mobility solutions (bus, train, EV, trucks,
cars, etc. but also mobility app, tracking
systems, etc.)
IT company (e.g. collecting / processing
data)
Engineering or consulting company
R&D organization / University
Think-tank or national/ EU NGO
Government's location agency / cluster /
chamber of commerce
Funding/development agencies
NA (contributing organisations have to
select a category for their organisation, not
project)

Corresponding version
of the questionnaire
Local / 1a
Local /1a
Local /1a
Local /1a
Local /1b
Local /1b
Local /1b

Regional & national / 2a
Regional & national / 2a

Regional & national / 2a
Regional & national / 2b
Regional & national / 2b
Regional & national / 2b
Regional & national / 2c
Regional & national / 2c
NA
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RECIPROCITY (Replication of innovative concepts for peri-urban, rural or inner-city mobility),
coordinated by R-Tech (Germany), involves 10 partners including clusters, regional development agencies,
innovation accelerators and universities. The project started in February 2021 and will run for 32 months.

COORDINATOR
Uwe Pfeil
RECIPROCITY_EU

uwe.pfeil@techbase.de
COMMUNICATIONS

RECIPROCITY project

Martin Stroleny
m.stroleny@greenovate-europe.eu
Search: RECIPROCITY project

The RECIPROCITY project has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement N°101006576
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